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manager or the HR department, and inform them that Caleb Stevens is a
violent member of the Proud Boys hate group. Stevens has posted threating
social media posts, and assaulted community members. He posts pictures of
himself online with prominent white nationalists and fascists. He is
homophobic and a misogynist. Tell them that the community will not stand for
employees of corporations in the Portland area invading downtown in order
to assault activists, and to defend fascists spreading hate and intolerance.

Siemens Building Technologies 15201 NW Greenbrier Pkwy, Beaverton, OR
(503) 234-9995 Siemens Industry Inc 23582 NW Clara Ln, Hillsboro, OR (503)
530-8978

Robert Raymond Zerfing

Rose City Antifa has previously reported on Robert Zerfing’s far-right youtube
venture, CSC Media. Since then, Zerfing has become an official member of the
Proud Boys hate group. Zerfing’s past as a deadbeat dad and an alleged domestic
abuser fit right in with the Proud Boys brand of smug and violent misogyny. In two
separate legal proceedings, judges have ruled that Zerfing owed back child support
that had not been paid to two different mothers of his children. These two former
partners have each accused him of domestic abuse in court filings as well. One of
them also claimed that the police were called on him for domestic violence at least
once.

In addition to being a violent misogynist, Zerfing’s far-right politics could be said to
not only be fascist enabling, but fascist sympathizing. Zerfing’s “CSC media” project
exists as a platform for him to clumsily emulate an Alex Jones style of
demagoguery which bears no resemblance to actual journalism, but instead
peddles sensational lies which appeal to the resentments of his intended audience.
Zerfing has, for example, repeated a vile revisionist history around Heather Heyer’s
vehicular murder at Charlottesville, propagated dangerous misidentification of mass
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Zerfing also runs the Washington State Patriot Response Facebook page, which
celebrates political murders carried out by fascist state leaders such as Augusto
Pinochet and Rodrigo Duterte, as well as violence and murder carried out by right-
wing paramilitary death squads. When it comes to Patriot Prayer’s well-documented
practice of facilitating fascist and neo-Nazi organizing, Zerfing’s first rhetorical
strategy is to merely deny that it exists. But when pressed further, he actually
expresses an affinity with Nazis that extends into fantasizing about forming a crew
of Proud Boys to protect Hitler himself against those who opposed his genocidal
programs. A perusal through Rose City Antifa’s articles from the past year will
reveal numerous instances of Robert Zerfing rallying with neo-nazis.

Proud Boy Robert Zerfing fantasizes about defending Hitler.

(Left) Proud Boy Robert Zerfing credulously circulates a misidentification by an
obviously fake antifa twitter account about Nikolas Cruz’s murderous rampage in
which he carved swastikas on the ammunition magazines, (Right) Zerfing asserts
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Robert Zerfing celebrates murders carried out by state and non-state right wing
death squads in the propaganda for his fascist Washington State Patriot Response
Facebook page.

A redacted excerpt from a court filing by one of Robert Zerfing’s former partners
reveals him to be a domestic abuser who hit, pushed, and kicked her.

Current Details:
Name: Robert Raymond Zerfing
aka: Haywood; CSC Media; The Common Sense Conservative
DOB: January 26, 1984
Description: 6’4” 250 lbs
Vehicle: maroon Toyota FJ Cruiser, white University of Oregon sticker on the back
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parents)
Phone: (360) 921-5253
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HaywoodRZ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007398047986 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CSCMediaGroupUS/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CSCHaywood 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/RobertRZerfing 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/csconservativ 
Website: http://www.cscmediagroupus.com/ 

Travis Wayne Nugent

Travis Nugent has rapidly become one of the most visible Proud Boys currently
acting at the beck and call of Joey Gibson. Large and insecure, he most often
resorts to bellowing at close range and aggresively invading the personal space of
activists. Dozens of videos can be found of Nugent blustering his stale-chaw breath
in the faces of people half his size. On rare occasions (after it is clear that someone
has been cornered, thoroughly outnumbered, and weakened by punches from other
people) Nugent will also jump in and start attempting to throw punches himself. He
has also been spotted jumping in alongside lines of riot cops as they strike anti-
fascist protesters with batons. Nugent attempts to join in their shoving, so he can
pretend that he is police too.

Nugent’s other claim to fame is driving the Proud Boy bus, which is parked on his
property.
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youtuber Deme Cooper, and PDX Stormers neo-nazi Alexander Becker.

Caleb Stevens threatens violence on his Facebook page.
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Description: 6 2  250 lbs.
DOB: March 7, 1990
Address: 3225 Sw 187th Ave Beaverton, OR 97003
Vehicle: Mid-90s Tan/dun Jeep Grand Cherokee. OR SWT603 Bottom left of the
rear window has a decal of a black State of Oregon silhouette, with the snake from
the Gadsden flag in white in it. On the bottom right is a black “baby on board” decal.
Employment: Siemens Industry Inc 23582 NW Clara Ln, Hillsboro, OR (503) 530-
8978; sometimes at Siemens Building Technologies 15201 NW Greenbrier Pkwy,
Beaverton, OR (503) 234-9995
Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/caleb.sketi

Proud Boys Are Not Welcome
The communities of the Northwest will not tolerate violent white supremacists like
the Proud Boys on our streets. Over the next few weeks Rose City Antifa will be
releasing information on many of the Proud Boys in Oregon and Washington, so
that locals can stay safe from these violent bigots. The first installment will come
tomorrow. You can follow along on our website and on Twitter, using the hashtag
#DoxxAllYourBoys.

Rose City Antifa will continue to defend our city and our communities against any
incursion by racists and fascists. If you have information about Proud Boy or other
white supremacist organizing, please email us at fight_them_back@riseup.net
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